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Abstract: Cloud computing is a general term used to describe a new class of network based computing that takes place over the
internet. The primary benefit of moving to Clouds is application scalability. Cloud computing is very beneficial for the application
which are sharing their resources on different nodes. Scheduling the task is quite a challenging in cloud environment. Usually tasks are
scheduled by user requirements. New scheduling strategies need to be proposed to overcome the problems proposed by network
properties between user and resources. New scheduling strategies may use some of the conventional scheduling concepts to merge
them together with some network aware strategies to provide solutions for better and more efficient job scheduling. Scheduling
strategy is the key technology in cloud computing. This paper provides the survey on scheduling algorithms. There working with
respect to the resource sharing. We systemize the scheduling problem in cloud computing, and present a cloud scheduling hierarchy.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The latest innovations in cloud computing are making our business applications even more mobile and
collaborative, similar to popular consumer apps like Facebook and Twitter. As consumers, we now expect that
the information we care about will be pushed to us in real time, and business applications in the cloud are
heading in that direction as well.
Cloud computing models are shifting. In the cloud/client architecture, the client is a rich application running on
an Internet-connected device, and the server is a set of application services hosted in an increasingly elastically
scalable cloud computing platform. The cloud is the control point and system or record and applications can
span multiple client devices. The client environment may be a native application or browser-based; the
increasing power of the browser is available to many client devices, mobile and desktop alike.
Robust capabilities in many mobile devices, the increased demand on networks, the cost of networks and the
need to manage bandwidth use creates incentives, in some cases, to minimize the cloud application computing
and storage footprint, and to exploit the intelligence and storage of the client device. However, the increasingly
complex demands of mobile users will drive apps to demand increasing amounts of server-side computing and
storage capacity.

1.1 Cloud Architecture
The Cloud Computing architecture comprises of many cloud components, each of them are loosely coupled. We
can broadly divide the cloud architecture into two parts:Front End refers to the client part of cloud computing
system. It consists of interfaces and applications that are required to access the cloud computing platforms, e.g.,
Web Browser.Secondly,Back End refers to the cloud itself. It consists of all the resources required to provide
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cloud computing services. It comprises of huge data storage, virtual machines, security mechanism, services,
deployment models, servers, etc.

Fig 1.Cloud Architecture

1.2 Resource Allocation
Resource Allocation is all about integrating cloud provider activities for utilizing and allocating scarce
resources within the limit of cloud environment so as to meet the needs of the cloud application. It requires the
type and amount of resources needed by each application in order to complete a user job. The order and time of
allocation of resources are also an input for an optimal resource allocation.
An important point when allocating resources for incoming requests is how the resources are modeled. There
are many levels of abstraction of the services that a cloud can provide for developers, and many

Fig 2. Schematic Representation

parameters that can be optimized during allocation. The modeling and description of the resources should
consider at least these requirements in order for the resource allocation works properly.Cloud resources can be
seen as any resource (physical or virtual) that developers may request from the Cloud. For example, developers
can have network requirements, such as bandwidth and delay, and computational requirements, such as CPU,
memory and storage.
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When developing a resource allocation system, one should think about how to describe the resources present in
the Cloud. The development of a suitable resource model and description is the first challenge that a resource
allocation must address. An resource allocation also faces the challenge of representing the applications
requirements, called resource offering and treatment. Also, an automatic and dynamic resource allocation must
be aware of the current status of the Cloud resources in real time. Thus, mechanisms for resource discovery and
monitoring are an essential part of this system. These two mechanisms are also the inputs for optimization
algorithms, since it is necessary to know the resources and their status in order to elect those that fulfill all the
requirements.
Modeling of
Resources
Cloud
Resource

Developer
Requirements

Resource
Allocation

Fig 3. Allocation of Resources

3.Scheduling Algorithms
3.1.A green energy-efficient scheduling algorithm using the DVFS technique for cloud datacenters:
Chia-Ming Wu et al, Ruay-Shiung Chang, Hsin-Yu Chan, 2014

The dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) technique can dynamically lower down thesupply voltage
and work frequency to reduce the energy consumption
while the performance can satisfy the requirement of a job.There are two processes in it. First is to provide
thefeasible combination or scheduling for a job. Second is to providethe appropriate voltage
and frequency supply for the servers viathe DVFS technique.
This technique can reduce the energy consumption of a server when itis in the idle mode or the light workload.It
satisfies the minimum resource requirement of a joband prevent the excess use of resources.The simulation
results show that this method can reduce the energy consumption by 5%–25%.
3.2.A new multi-objective bi-level programming model for energy andlocality aware multi-job scheduling
in cloud computing:
Xiaoli Wang, Yuping Wang, Yue Cui, 2014

This programming model is based on MapReduce to improve energy efficiency of servers. First, the variation of
energy consumption with the performance of servers is taken into account. Second, data locality can be adjusted
dynamically according to current network state; last but not least,considering that task-scheduling strategies
depend directly on data placement policies.
This algorithm is proved much more effective thanthe Hadoop default scheduler and the Fair Scheduler in
improvingservers‟ energy efficiency.
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3.3.Cost-efficient task scheduling for executing large programsin the cloud:
Sen Su a, Jian Li a, Qingjia Huang a, Xiao Huang a, Kai Shuanga, Jie Wang b,2013

The cost efficient task-scheduling algorithm using two heuristic strategies .The first strategy dynamically maps
tasks to the most cost-efficient VMs based on the concept of Pareto dominance. The second strategy, a
complement to the first strategy, reduces the monetary costs of non-critical tasks. This algorithm is evaluated
with extensive simulations on both randomly generated large DAGs and real-world applications. The further
improvements can be made using new optimization techniques and incorporating penalties for violating
consumer-provider contracts.
3.4.Priority Based Job Scheduling Techniques In Cloud Computing: A Systematic Review:
Swachil Patel, Upendra Bhoi,2013

Job scheduling in cloud computing mainly focuses to improve the efficient utilization of resource that is
bandwidth, memory and reduction in completion time .There are several multi-criteria decision-making
(MCDM) and multi-attribute decision-making (MCDM) which are based on mathematical modeling. This PJSC
is based on Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP).
A modified prioritized deadline based scheduling algorithm (MPDSA) is proposed using project management
algorithm for efficient job execution with deadline constraint of user‟s jobs. MPDSA executes jobs with closest
deadline time delay in cyclic manner using dynamic time quantum.
There are several issues related toPriority based Job Scheduling Algorithm such as complexity, consistency and
finish time.
3.5. CLPS-GA: A CASE

LIBRARY AND PARETO SOLUTION-BASED HYBRID GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR ENERGY
AWARE CLOUD SERVICE SCHEDULING

Ying Fengb, Lin Zhanga, T.W. Liao,2014.

On the basis of classic multi-objective genetic algorithm, a case library and Pareto solution based hybrid
Genetic Algorithm (CLPS-GA) is proposed to solve the model. The major components of CLPS-GA include a
multi-parent crossover operator (MPCO), a two-stage algorithm structure, and a case library. Experimental
results have verified the effectiveness of CLPS-GA in terms of convergence, stability, and solution diversity.
3.6.Scheduling ScientificWorkflows Elastically for Cloud Computing:
Cui Lin, Shiyong Lu, 2011

It proposes the SHEFT algorithm (Scalable-Heterogeneous-Earliest-Finish-Time algorithm)to schedule
workflows for a Cloud computing environment. SHEFT is an extension of the HEFT algorithm which is applied
for mapping a workflow application to a bounded number of processors.
We schedule these workflows by the HEFT and SHEFT algorithms,andcompare workflow makespan by the two
algorithms as the size of the workflows increases.
3.7. Job scheduling algorithm based on Berger model in cloud environment:
BaominXua, Chunyan Zhao b, EnzhaoHua, Bin Hu c,d, et al., 2011
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The Berger model of distributive justice is based on expectation states. It is a series of distribution theories of
social wealth. Based on the idea of Berger model, two-fairness constraints of job scheduling are established in
cloud computing. The job scheduling is implemented in a cloud Sim platform.
The proposed algorithm in this paper is effective implementation of user tasks,and with better fairness.In future
enhancement it deals with build a fuzzyneural network of QoS feature vector of task and parameter vectorof
resource based on the non-linear mapping relationship between QoS and resource.

3.8.Efficient dynamic task scheduling in virtualized data centers with fuzzy prediction:
Xiangzhen Kong a,n, ChuangLin a, YixinJiang a, WeiYan a, XiaowenChu et al.,2011

Thegeneralmodelofthetaskschedulingin
VDCisbuiltby
MSQMS-LQ,
andtheproblemisformulates
an
optimization
problemwithtwoobjectives:averageresponsetime
and
availabilitysatisfactionpercentage.Basedonthefuzzyprediction
systems,anonlinedynamictaskschedulingalgorithmnamed SALAF is proposed. The experimental results show that the
proposed algorithm could efficiently improve the total availability of VDCs while maintaining good
responsiveness performance.
Considering the cost of consolidation, there exists an optimal consolidation ratio in a VDC that may be related
to the hardware resource and the workload, which is an issue in it.
3.9.Policy based resource allocation in IaaS cloud:
AmitNathani a, Sanjay Chaudharya, GauravSomani et al.,2012

Haizea uses resource leases as resource
allocation abstraction and implements these leases by allocating Virtual Machines (VMs). An approximation
algorithmis proposed in which minimize the number of allocatedresources which need to be reserved for a batch
of tasks.When swappingand preemption both fails to schedule a lease, the proposedalgorithm applies the
concept of backfilling.
The results show that it maximizes resource utilization and acceptance of leases compared to the existing
algorithm of Haizea.Backfilling has a disadvantage of requiring more preemption, which increases overall
overhead of the system.
3.10.Honey bee behavior inspired load balancing of tasks in cloud computing environments:
DhineshBabu L.D. a*, P. VenkataKrishnab et al.,2013

HBB-LB aims to achieve well balanced load across virtual machines for maximizing the throughput. It proposes
a load balancing technique forcloud computing environments based on behavior of honey bee foraging strategy.
Honey bee behavior inspired load balancing improvesthe overall throughput of processing and priority based
balancingfocuses on reducing the waiting time for the task on a queue of VM.
A task removed from overloaded VM has to find a suitable under loaded.It has two possibilities, either it finds
the VM set which is a Positive signal or it may not find the suitable VM i.e a negative signal.
HBB-LB is more efficient with lesser number of task migrations when compared with DLB and HDLB
techniques. This algorithm can be extended further by considering the Qos factors in it.
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3.11.Morpho:A decoupled MapReduce framework for elasticCloud computing:
Lu Lu, XuanhuaShi ,Hai Jin, Qiuyue Wang, Daxing Yuan, Song Wu, 2014

To address the problems of frequently loading andrunning HDFS in virtual clusters and downloading and
uploading
data between virtual clusters and physical machines, Morphouniquely proposes a decoupled MapReduce
mechanism that
decouples the HDFS from computation in a virtual cluster andloads it onto physical machines
permanently.Morpho also achieves high performance by two complementary strategies for data placement and
VM placement, which can provide better map and reduce input locality.
Evaluation is done using two metrics, job
execution time and Cross-rack data transfer
amount .Nearly 62% speedup of job execution time and a significant reduction in network traffic is achieved by
this method.
3.12.CCBKE - Session key negotiation for fast and secure scheduling of scientific applications in cloud
computing:
Chang Liu et al., XuyunZhanga, Chi Yangb, Jinjun Chena,2013

Cloud Computing Background Key Exchange (CCBKE), a novel authenticated
key exchange scheme that aims at efficient security-aware scheduling of scientific applications. This scheme is
designed based
on the commonly-used Internet Key Exchange (IKE) scheme and randomness-reuse strategy. The data set
encryption technique used are block cipher, AES,in Galois Counter Mode (GCM) with 64 k tables, Salsa20/12
and stream cipher.
This scheme improve the efficiency by dramatically reducing time consumption and computation load without
sacrificing the level of security.This scheme canbe extended in future to improve the efficiency of symmetrickey encryption towards more efficient security-aware scheduling.
3.13.A Ranking Chaos Algorithm for dual scheduling of cloud service and computing resource in private
cloud:
YuanjunLailia, Fei Tao a, Lin Zhang a,*, Ying Cheng a, YongliangLuoa, Bhaba R. Sarkerb,2013

The combination of Service Composition
Optimal Selection (SCOS) and Optimal Allocation of Computing Resources (OACR) is known as dual
scheduling. For addressing large-scale Cloud Services and Computing Resources (DS-CSCR) problem, a new
Ranking Chaos Optimization (RCO)
is proposed.
In RCO algorithm ,individual chaos operator was designed, then a new adaptive ranking selection was
introduced for control the state of population in iteration. Moreover, dynamic heuristics were also defined and
introduced to guide the chaos optimization.
Performances in terms of searching ability, time complexity and stability in solving the DS-CSCR problem is
optimal with the use of RCO algorithm but the design of heuristic
function for specific problems in the dynamic heuristic operator iscomplex and hardthough.
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3.14.Analysis and Performance Assessment of CPU Scheduling Algorithms in Cloud using Cloud Sim:
Monica Gahlawat, Priyanka Sharma,2013

This paper analyzes and evaluates the performance of various CPU scheduling in cloud environment using
CloudSim. Shortest job first and priority scheduling algorithms are beneficial for the real time applications.
Because of these algorithms the clients can get precedence over other clients in cloud environment.
Here it deals only with the three algorithms such as FCFS, SJF and priority scheduling.This survey can also be
extended for other adaptive and dynamic algorithms suited the virtual environment of cloud.
3.15.An Algorithm to Optimize the Traditional Backfill Algorithm Using Priority of Jobs for Task

Scheduling Problems in Cloud Computing:
LalShriVratt Singh, Jawed Ahmed, Asif Khan,2014

This paper proposes an efficient algorithm „P-Backfill‟which is based on the traditional Backfill algorithm using
prioritization of jobs for achieving the optimality of scheduling in cloud systems.The dynamicmeta scheduler
will deploy the arriving jobs using P-Backfill algorithm to utilize the cloud resourcesefficiently with less
waiting time.
P-Backfill starts the execution of the jobs according to their priority status. It also uses the pipelining
mechanism in order to execute multiple jobs at a time.The P-Backfill algorithm is more efficient than other
other traditional algorithms such as traditional Backfill, FCFS, SJF, LJF and Round Robin algorithms since it
selects the jobs according to their priority levels.
3.16.Efficient Optimal Algorithm of Task Scheduling in CloudComputing Environment:
Dr. AmitAgarwal, Saloni Jain,2014

An optimized algorithm for task scheduling based on genetic simulated annealing algorithm is proposed. Here
Qos and response time is achieved by executing the high priority jobs (deadline based jobs) first by estimating
job completion time and the priority jobs are spawned from the remaining job with the help ofTask Scheduler.
Three scheduling algorithm First come first serve, Round robin scheduling and is generalized priority algorithm.
In FCFS resource with the smallest waiting queue time and is selected for the incoming task. Round Robin (RR)
algorithm focuses on the fairness. the tasks are initially prioritized according to their size such that one having
highest size has highest rank in general prioritized algorithm. The experimental result shows that general
prioritized algorithm is more efficient than FCFS and
Round Robin algorithm.
3.17 Comparative Based Analysis of Scheduling Algorithms for ResourceManagement in Cloud
Computing Environment:
C T Lin et al.,2013.

The resource scheduling in this paper is based on the parameters like cost, performance, resource utilization,
time, priority, physical distances, throughput, bandwidth, resource availability.
The scheduling algorithm based on cost factor includes deadline distribution algorithm, backtracking, and
improved activity based cost algorithm, compromised time-cost. The algorithm based on the throughput
includes Extended Min-Min,modified ant colony optimization. Earliest deadline, FCFS, Round robin is time
based
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The advantage of this comparative study is that as per the requirements of the consumers and service providers
they can select the appropriate class of scheduling algorithms for different types of services required. This study
may further be used for optimization of different algorithms for better resource management in cloud computing
environment.

3.18Fairness As Justice Evaluator In Scheduling Cloud Resources - A survey:
Anuradha1, S. Rajasulochana,2013
Fairness in schedulingimproves the efficiency and provides optimal resource allocation. Fairness constraint
proposed by

Berger model plays an important role in determining the fair allocation of resources by means of justice
evaluation function. An efficient scheduler should provide fair allocation of resources in a way it ensures no
task is starving for resources.
The heuristic algorithms are present for both static mapping and dynamic mapping. QoS based heuristic
algorithms for static mapping are min-min algorithm, max-min algorithm, opportunistic load balancing, and
suffrage heuristics. dynamic scheduling includes immediate mode heuristic algorithms and batch mode heuristic
algorithms.
Backfilling algorithms are used to overcome the problem of starvation and waiting time. Backfilling strategy
may/may not schedule the jobs based on priority which is both its advantage as well as disadvantage.
3.19 A Survey Of Various Qos-Based Task Scheduling Algorithm In Cloud Computing Environment:
Ronak Patel, Hiren Mer,2013

QoS is the collective effort of services performance, which determines the degree of the satisfaction of a user
for the services.It is expressed in completion time, latency, execution price, packet loss rate, throughput and
reliability.
Task scheduling algorithm based on QoS-driven in cloud computing (TS-QoS) compute the priority of the task
according to the special attributes of the tasks, and then sort tasks based on priority.It solves the starvation
problem and follow FCFS principle.
3.20 Resourcemanagementfor allocation infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) in cloud computing: A survey
SunilkumarS.Manvi a, GopalKrishnaShyam et al.,

This paper focuses on some of the important resource management techniques such as resource provisioning,
resource allocation, resource mapping and resource adaptation.The common issues associated with IaaS in
cloud systems are virtualization and multi-tenancy, resource management, network management, data
management, APIs, interoperability.
The performance metrics are used to compare different works under resource management techniques. The
metrics considered are reliability, deployment ease, Quality of Service, delay and control overhead.
4. Experimental Results
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From these various scheduling techniques we choose the effective task scheduling algorithm. The algorithm is
implemented with the help of simulation tool (CloudSim) and the result obtained reduces the total turnaround
time and also increase the performance. This algorithm deals with the parameters like throughput, makespan
and cost.

Fig 4.MakespanVs Jobs

Fig 5. Throughput Vs Jobs

Fig 6. Cost Vs Jobs

Thus the experimental results show that the scheduling algorithms enhance the makespan as well as the
throughput of the resources in the cloud environment.
The cloud service providers are those who provide cloud service to the end users. Each CSP promote various
scheduling techniques based on their compatibility and availability. The comparison of various CSP and the
scheduling algorithm used by their organization is being comprised as below.
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Fig 7. Comparison of CSP‟s

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied about the problems in scheduling and also about various kinds of scheduling
algorithms.
The scheduling algorithm for the datacenter should be chosen based on the requirements of datacenter and the
kind of data they store in it. We have analyzed the relation between the data that hits the datacenter as well the
scheduling algorithm which is required to promote resource allocation in the cloud datacenters. This survey has
provided us a crystal clear idea about the wide dimensions of scheduling resources and their functions.
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